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Social environment and public spaces

Within the neighbourhood, there are few developed public spaces in which the inhabitants 
can carry out different kinds of outdoor activities. This can explain the fact that people only 
to some extent recognize each other and the housing area lacks a feeling of community. 
One exception is the sport fields, which inhabitants use during both day and night time. 
One multifunctional sport field is located along to the street Luis Garcia L. in the middle 
part of the project area. Along one of the long sides is a grandstand where people can sit 
and watch. In the west part of the project area is another multifunctional sport field and a 
football field. The football field is situated in west-east direction and it cause problems for 
the players due to the sunshine. All the fields are illuminated and accordingly possible to 
use even at evenings. The food vendors within the neighbourhood attract customers, also 
those who come from outside the area, creating meeting places. It is of importance to the 
public life to preserve and develop these.
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Multifunctional sport field along Luis Garcia L                                                         Football field

The street environment does not promote social life. There are no places where to sit and 
rest. However, children use some of the streets for playing. The existing playground in 
the recreational area is not in use because the equipment is deficient. The Municipality of 
Cochabamba is responsible for the finishing the construction.

      Multifunctional sport field in the west part                                                              Playground

The inhabitants’ view
The surveys revealed that the inhabitants do not carry out any activities together depending 
partly on lack of interest and partly on lack of appropriate premises. Moreover, the internal 
conflicts about to which municipality of Sacaba or Cochabamba the neighbourhood 
should belong complicate the collaboration between the inhabitants. People also vilify 
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about their neighbours and it contributes to the low unity in the area. According to the 
surveys they are prepared to participate in common activities in future. Concerning the 
inhabitants’ knowledge of the cooperative way to organize it appeared that half of them 
have some knowledge, still not so many about cooperative housing. 

According the interviewed people the construction of a community centre has high priority. 
There is also a requirement for diverse activities and meeting points for teenagers, adults 
and aged. A library and premises where elderly can meet was mentioned for example. The 
interviewed adults pointed out the lack of playgrounds and consider other activities for 
children to have high priority. One child considers that there are enough places where to 
play while another misses premises for play. Both are using the sport fields in the present 
situation.
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Public service

The public health service in SEMAPA consists of a medical care centre located at the 
Circunvalacion Beijing. There are also several medical health care centres in other parts 
of District 1. The nearest hospital is situated in the city centre of Cochabamba. Casa 
Municipal for District 1 and a police office are also located along the avenue. There are 
not any schools located within the area so children are referred to schools in other parts 
of District 1 or to the city centre. The neighbourhood lacks also day nurseries, the closest 
is situated north of Circunvalacion Beijing, and there are not any premises for religious 
aim, as churches etc, either.


